This paper presents a stochastic target model of speech production, where articulator motion in the vocal tract is represented by the state of a Markov-modulated linear dynamical system, driven by a piecewise-deterministic control trajectory, and observed through a non-linear function representing the articulatory-acoustic mapping. Optimal filtering and smoothing algorithms for estimatjng the hidden states of the model from acoustic measurements are derived using a measun-change technique, and require solution of recursive integral equations. A sub-optimal approximation is developed, and illustrated using examples taken from mil speech.
1.
Introduction ' The modelling of temporal and contextual variation observed i i i the acoustic signal is a central concem in speech recogniItion, and is not &andled well by traditional HMM methodologies. Since much of the observed variability in speech can lbe attributed to articulatory dynamics, it is reasonable to asi m e that incorporation of an explicit model of articulatm phenomena should eventually lead to improved paformance, rind to a more compact and precise parameterization of many (~1ums of contuctual variation.
In a recent paper 111, we proposed a stochastic target model tb speech production, where articulator motion in the VDc d tract is represented by the state of a linear dynamical system observed t h u g h a non-linear function representing the articulatory-acoustic mapping. The system parameters me modulated by a Markov chain representing phonological sequences, and the system is driven by a control input consisting of a piecewise-deterministic trajectory modelling dl+c targets in the articulatory space.
The contribution of the present paper is the derivation of the optimal non-linear Gltering 
Model Formulation
Assume an underlying complete probability space (0, F, P). 
The non-linw function h : X + y represents the articulatory-acoustic mapping, and is assumed lmown. T h i s completes the model description. Adopting the reference-probability a p proach proposed by Elliott (e.g. where prior distributions are placed on the trajectory parameters, and the &targetdate" model proposed by Digalakis et al. [7] [8], both of which are similar to the U process described above, which is adapted from [9] [10] . Several of the above proposals have been described as "target models"; however, Qk(4k) = ence templates with some residual variation. The stochastic where QO is the prior density and Bn E 1. The resulting pair (of integral equations define forward-backward recursions for the unnormalized conditional densities Q k , p k , y k . In the (case where h(-) is linear, the integral can be calculated exlplicitly and the conditional density propagates as a mixture of Gaussiarrs with an exponentially-growing number of comlponmts, one for each possible state path through the Markov tchain. In general, the integral must be evaluated numerically, or app-ations introduced. If the measurement function la(.) is expanded locally at each time step for each component in the ament mixture as a Taylor sexies cmtred on the 1~rcvi011s conditional mean, a linearized a p p r h a t i o n can be developed which perfonns reasonably in practice. After considerable manipulation, it is possible to show that this is in fact equivalent to constructing a tree of extended Kalman smoothus matched to each sequence of linearized systems 
Simulation Results
To illustrate the behaviour of the model and the stateestimation algorithms, the simulation results presented here have been carried out on a small corpus of acoustic data, and the articulatory interpretation of the hidden states is ignored at present, setting the observation function h(.) to be the identity mapping. The aim was to examine the data-fitting capability of the model, and to determine the importance of the dBerent parameters during estimation; computational burden precludes a full evaluation at present.
Training and test data, each consisting of 100 hand-labelled words from a single speaker in the speaker-dependent portion of the DARPA Resource Management database, were parameterized using 12 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, calculated every 10ms using a 15ms Hamming window. Word models were constructed from phone traascriptions, sharing a set of 47 single-state phone models; each phone was represented by a second-order linear system with piecewiselinear target trajectories, with and without continuity constraints across boundaries. The models were initialized by training the target trajectories alone, and then re-trained using 10 iterations of the EM algorithm; C, and C, were fixed throughout. Word labels were supplied during training, but without phone boundaries. During testing, the hidden X and U trajectories were estimated and compared with the original data. Figure 1 shows a typical result for the word UTUscaloosa's"; Figure 2 shows the same data with continuity imposed on the U trajectory, but not its slope. The effect of allowing a distribution of targets is clear from the two different trajectories modelling the / a / phone. Imposing continuity constraints tends to make the U process model the data directly; when Uis free to mry across boundaries it behaves like atrue target, the X process models the dynamics, and the inhence of the system matrices is more pronounced. and does not attempt to fit it using the target process U. When C, and C, are trained, the effect of these parameters can often swamp the behaviour of the phonetic model. By adjusting the noise covariances, the model can be made to ignore a certain amount of global "non-linguistic" variation,. sharpening the target distributions. A key feature of the model is that it provides a number of mechanisms for fitting Merent sources of variation, each of which can be controlled and d e d duMg training and recognition.
Conclusions .
The stochastic target model presented in [l] has been extended to include piecewise-deterministic control trajectories with continuity constraints. The optimal non-linear filtering and smoothing recursions required to estimate the hidden states of the model from acoustic data have been derived, and a suboptimal approximation technique has been outlined. Prehinary data-fitting experiments indicate that the model is capable of accounting for coarticulation across and within phone boundaries, and makes use of a number of different mechanisms for modelling possible sources of variabii ity. Future work will compare the performance of the model on articulatory and acoustic recognition tasks. 
